
courage and conviction

 

is the president of the

nonprofit organization Color Us

United, and one of the most

frequently solicited speakers

on CRT and education.  He is a

frequent Fox News guest and

Wall Street Journal writer. His

book, An Inconvenient
Minority, ranked #2 on

Amazon.

KENNY XU

INCONVENIENTMINORITY.COM

@kennymxu

"thorough. thought provoking.

enlightening."

Kenny has spoken on colorblindness and critical race theory in front of
groups as diverse as the nationally renowned Pacific Legal Foundation to the
Boston Rally for Education Rights to the all-Black Connecticut Parents Union.

His commentary has propelled him to interviews with various high profile
organizations such as Fox News and NPR.

 
As the youngest board member of the Asian-American Coalition for

Education and Students for Fair Admissions and an identity politics journalist
for nearly two years, Kenny has unique and unprecedented access to the
major players fighting the deep racial ideologies propagated by academics

today, and understands the scope and scale of the critical race theory
movement in education with fine detail and synthesis of national and world

issues.  
 
 

your keynote speaker fighting for unity amidst racial division

Kenny has had the
opportunity to speak at
several conferences and
events as well as on
various news shows .

These include :

 

 
Kenny Xu grew up in Richmond, VA

and later moved to Princeton, NJ with
his family in his high school years. He

attended Davidson College and
graduated Magna Cum Laude with a
major in Mathematics and minor in

Philosophy.
 

Kenny Xu speaking on education in front of the Fund for American Studies

- Elaine Cheong, SVP at Bank of America



INCONVENIENTMINORITY.COM

2.

3.

@kennymxu

Culture matters.  Asian American culture
proves that hard work and commitment to
education still pays large dividends in
American society.

1.

High standards breed success.  The #1 way to
fix our education system is to challenge students
wherever they are at academically, and the same
goes for adults.  

Racial preferences are unfair to everyone. In
fact, they harm the success of Black, Hispanic,
and Asian Americans by incentivizing unearned
characteristics instead of hard work.

K e n n y ' s  K e y  P o i n t s

 

 

We need 
to talk. . .

CONNECT WITH KENNY
@kennymxu
kennymxuwrites@gmail.com
inconvenientminority.com

 

Kenny's goal is to draw you

into a respectful

conversation about

challenging topics. He is

not afraid to talk about

culture as one of the

primary determinants of

success, regardless of race.  

Don't be shy, bring Kenny

to speak and see for

yourself!

 

 

"Groundbreaking. . . .It

couldn't arrive at a more

critical time in our history."
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A m e r i c a n  T h i n k e r  o n

Through his work ,

Kenny has worked with
an impressive array of
organizations ,  including
but not limited to :

 

"If Asian Americans lead the U.S.
toward true color-blind meritocracy,

An Inconvenient Minority will be
remembered as a turning point in that

battle."
-Heather Mac Donald, 

Manhattan Institute


